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FRONT COVER: John Ure in his Jaguar Mk VII, pressing on over the final crest at
Pukekohe onto the Pit Straight. LEFT: This year's Gerry Judah sculpture at the
Goodwood Revival. The high-mounted car is the 1959 Aston Martin BDR1,
celebrating the 50 th Anniversary of its Le Mans victory. BACK COVER: More
John Ure. TOP: Coming through the Pukekohe Esses in streaming wet
conditions, the Jaguar Mk II having 'borrowed ' the Mk Vll's number plate?
BELOW: John in his Jaguar XJ12, leading an XJS at Hampton Downs. Photos
courtesy of Groundsky Photography archives.
************************************************************************************************
Disclaimer: Any opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily the views of the club, or anyone,
living or dead. It's not to be used as the basis for any financial scheme or lifestyle choice without
consulting the prospectus. No No No .
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be followed late morning
by the melodious sounds
of his French horn
echoing out from the
Hampton Downs toilets ,
while he did some lastminute rehearsal . From
there
he
would
eventually emerge , now
fully dressed in his
dinner suit , and head off
for
an
afternoon
performance . He was
always happy to do this ,
except when his early
departure meant his
missing out on the
TACCOC-supplied lunch
for the helpers and
officials .
We would
struggle sometimes to
have the food collected
early enough so that he
could at least take his
favourite hot mince and
cheese pie away with
him ... Sharing a curry
with John was always
enjoyable , but was
definitely not for sissies he liked his Indian food
'Indian-hot' ...

EDITORIAL

Vale
The tragically sudden and unexpected death of John Ure in mid-July shocked us all.
John joined th is club in 1991 , came onto the committee mid -' 99 and had been there
ever since . He had sat in the President's chair on two occasions (2002 - 2004 and
2009 - 2011 ), and had only just been re-elected to do a third period in office . He had
been our Chief Scrutineer since 2000 , overseeing that aspect of all of our race
meetings in his usual calm and confident manner. Competitors came to know and
respect his methods and high standards .
He was a keen competitor, racing one of his collection of Jaguars , the cars that appear
on our cover this issue. More recently he was going back to his racing roots , the early
days when he raced an Austin A30 and a bright Orange Mini , by restoring another Mini
for a return to competition . He had tracked down and bought an extremely rare set of
ancient competition alloy wheels for the car, importing them from the UK. These were
not the ubiquitous 'Dunlop' or 'Minilite' alloys used by anyone and everyone racing a
mini in the period , but something a lot more elegant and subtle . Typical John .
He did all the work on his cars himself, but he was no grease monkey. He was a
professional musician , playing the French horn in the Auckland Philharmonia
Orchestra , an organization of which he was a founder member. In 2016 he was
awarded an MNZM by the Governor General , for Services to Music.
At times , when a race meeting conflicted with an orchestra concert, it was not unusual
to see him scrutineering cars in his greasy overalls in the early morning . This would
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The youthful musician; John in 1980

He was also part of the
annual
lntermarque
Concours d' Elegance
judging team for many
years .

He was just sixty-seven years old . Our sincere condolences to Jocelyn and all the
family.
The following piece written by Nicole Lawton appeared on the 'Stuff' website :

"Auckland Philharrn onia Orches tra's founder and leading horn player John Ure
di es: Tribu tes have been paid to one of the fo und ers and leading I igh ts of th e
A uckland Philharm oni a Orches tra after he died un ex pectedl y.
3
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"Jo hn Ure, 67, was o ne of its founding membe rs a nd served as a main horn
player for 18 years. Affectionately ni ckn amed "Mr Orchestra", hi s colleag ues sa id
there was little Ure didn 't know about the institution .
"We are deeply shocked and saddened by the sudden and unexpected death of
our beloved founding horn player and team member," an APO spokeswo man sa id on
Thursday. "John gave so much of his life to the APO as a player and in a
management role. His deep belief in the musicians and the organisation has carried
us to where we are today."
" Ure's colleag ues from th e orchestra, Anne DrafDi , Norman M cFarl ane,
Kate Walshe and Tony Ferner, said mu sic had been a part of hi s life for as lon g as
they co uld remember. "John was extremely innovat;ve in the creation and ongoing
developrnent of the APO for nearly 40 years . Hi s memory and knowledge about
repertoire and history of the orchestra was legendary. He looked after everybody and
even learnt snippets of many languages with which to greet people each day, " th ey

said.
"APO Chief Executive Barbara Glaser said th e orchestra simply wouldn't be
what it is today without the buildin g blocks and ded icatio n Ure provided. "Our love,
thoughts and sympathy go to Jocelyn and his fam;/y , from all of the w;der APO
whanau," she said . "He was a font of knowledge and w;sdom, and so often peppered
its delivery with a glint in the eye and a knowing smile . He was an "irreplaceab le
human being", she said . "As late as last week I was on the phone to him asking him
abou t a snippet of APO history that I knew he wou ld know, and he did of course ."
"Ure was not only princi pal horn , but quickly took up the roles of perso nn el
manager, operations manager and artistic manager. In 20 16 , he was named a Member
of the New Zealand Order of Merit for his services to mu sic - before retiring that same
year after 36 years with APO."
His is a huge loss , and he will be greatly missed .

"He's got the eyes on." John in action in the glorious Jaguar Mk II at Pukekohe.
The Governor General, Dame Patsy Reddy, presenting John with his 'Member of the New
Zealand Order of Merit' for services to music at Government House in 2016 .
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An interesting viewpoint from 'Vintage Road & Racecar' on-line news :
Attack of the Clones, by Casey Annis
"As I sit down to write this month 's column , Halloween quickly approaches . The
stores are jammed to the gunnels with such traditional Halloween fare as inflatable,
motorized lawn ghouls , 300 metric tons of extra -hyperactivity-inducing candy, and of
course costumes . Yes , the streets are starting to look a bit scary with all manner of
demons and ghosts roaming about. All this scary fare has got me to thinking about
some of the ghosts and demons that frighten us in the vintage racing community.
"Of all the historic bogeymen that we as historic racers have collectively buried
our heads under the covers and refused to acknowledge , perhaps none is more
intimidating than the dreaded Doppelganger. For those less familiar with the
supernatural lexicon , Webster's dictionary defines the Doppelganger as "the ghostly
double or wra ith of a living person " - in essence , an entity that looks exactly like
someone , but isn't.
"Historic racing has struggled with its own "Doppelgangers" for decades , though
our lingo tends to refer to them by such names as "reproduction ," "recreation " or, less

affectionately, "air car." While the names seem less intimidating , their presence still
seems to strike blood -curdling fear into the hearts of many of our brethren . However,
like other fears of the unknown , could familiarity be breeding acceptance?
"In the '80s and '90s , having a recreation or "air car" - a racecar which never
existed in period - literally made one a racing pariah. I can recall many a trackside
meeting when a Cobra , Ku rtis or a Can-Am car was revealed to be a "fake ."
"Oftentimes , the villagers would gather around the Chief Steward , pitchforks in
hand , "What should we do with them, throw them out of the race? " "Naw, burn them at
the stake!!"
"In fact , the problem with recreation McLaren Can -Am cars got so bad at one
point that it spawned the now-famous line that a race was so good it had "twelve of the
original eight McLaren MBFs competing."
"Eventually, by the turn of the century, the furore and the witch-hunt over these
ai r cars seemed to die down some . Did the cars in question go away or did people
just get tired of being upset? Perhaps not coincidentally, it was about this same period
in time that some very important cars started to surface that blurred the lines between
what is cons idered original and what is a recreation .
"Audi , seeking to better capitalize on its racing heritage , commissioned noted
British restorers Crosthwaite and Gardiner to "recreate" six significant Auto Unions ,
essentially from scratch , but build them to exact standards as laid down in the original
drawings. When these cars surfaced , everyone wanted to see them run , so they were
instantly invited to such prestigious events as the Goodwood Festival and the
Monterey Histories .

One of the recreated 'Lancia D-50s', with its characteristic pannier fuel tanks .

Q

Auto Union D-Type , with the 3- litre V12 engine.
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"Around the same time , some enterprising folk at Lancia discovered a number of
original engines and drive train components for the iconic '50s Lancia D-50 . Soon a
plan was revealed to build six "new" Lancia D-50s around these components . The
7
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resulting cars are nothing short of stunning and have featured prominently at events
like the Goodwood Revival and in magazine articles such as our own "Racecar Profile"
in September of 2002 . The design and construction of these cars was so exacting ,
that even one prominent Formula One car collector named Bernie Ecclestone bought
one .
"So how does one resolve the dichotomy of certain recreated cars being
shunned , while others are whole heartedly embraced? Is there any tangible difference
between a 427 Cobra that is built to exact original specification and a Lancia D-50
recreation? Ironically, the answer at some level is probably, yes . Since there are still
quite a few original 427s that are around and active on the scene , people would
obviously rather see the originals run , rather than a recreation . However, in the case
of the Auto Unions and the Lancias (and several other recently recreated rare cars)
there may be no examples remaining or only one car tucked away in a factory
museum that will never see the light of day. In these cases , if the choice is never
getting to hear the scream of an original factory D-50 , or seeing a recreation run , I
think most everyone would agree that they 'd welcome seeing it run .
"Another interesting twist to this phenomenon can be found in this month 's
feature article , where our man in Australia , Patrick Quinn , reveals the growing trend of
scratch-built prewar racecars , assembled from assorted period components . Could
this new trend be coming to a racetrack near you?
"What I find intriguing about all of this renewed interest in recreations is the fact
that more manufacturers and constructors are also getting into the act. Recently, Jim

Graham McRae in his Masarrari at Levin, January 1963. The man in the grubby overalls
looking on looks like Jim Boyd . Geoff Richardson's Ferrari 250GT behind. In the far
background is the Gemini now owned and raced by Jim Barclay.
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Hall revealed that he will build a very limited production of Chaparral 2Es - exact
recreations of the famed Can-Am car - but cars that never existed in period . And while
I can 't let the cat out of the bag just yet , I can tell you that at least two other very
famous racecar constructors will soon be announcing recreations of several of their
most famous racecars . Will an influx of exotic recreations break down our collective
fears of automotive Doppelgangers? Good , bad or indifferent, I think that this is a
trend that we will be hearing a lot more about in the coming years . I'd love to hear
your thoughts ."
E,l: The article by Patrick Quinn that Casey refers to above was a reprint in the current issue

of 'Vintage Road & Racecar ' of a piece that Patrick wro te, first published in the Nove mber
2005 issue. 'Period Specials·, new cars built by assembling a co llection of old parts, have
been around forever. Some are now legitimate Historic race cars, built and raced in period,·
cars like the legendary Lycoming Spedal, and Graham McRae's Masararri 220S. The build
date counts. The Masararri is a good example,· it included an ancient Mode l A differential
from 1929, but that doesn't make it a 1929 car. Graham built it in 1959, so it 's a 1959 car,
and can compete with other cars from the same era. More recent assemblies of old parts are a
different thing,· they have never been able to race here with the original cars and the Specials
that were built and raced in period. Well, not in the North Island, at least. So, not exactly
fresh news ...
But, as always , there 's more to it than that , and now the car companies themselves
are getting in on the act. Many enthusiasts recognize various cars as works of art, but
now, for the first time , a court agrees .

An Italian court ruled the Ferrari 250 GTO is a piece of art and cannot be replicated or
reproduced . The landmark decision , which The Telegraph reported recently, declared
that no company can reproduce the 250 GTO . The ruling added the classic car is
entirely original and must not be imitated ; "production , commercialization , and
9
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promotion" of the 250 GTO belongs exclusively to Ferrari .
Ferrari levied a complaint in court against an Italian firm that planned production of
replica 250 GTOs , which led to the ruling . Just thirty-six of the highly prized sports
cars were made between 1962 and 1964. The Italian sports car maker applauded the
decision and noted it's the first time a court has recognized an automobile as a piece
of art.

Aston are building a further nineteen . Jaguar has gone on to make six further
'lightweight' E-type models . Only twelve cars were made originally, but the intent was
for eighteen to be built. These have now been completed . Using the same logic ,
Jaguar Classic has gone on to build twenty five brand new D-types . Seventy-five were
built in the fifties , but the original plan was for one hundred cars ; the production run is
now being completed , more than sixty years later. Such cars are highly sought after,
and command enormous prices , more than enough to justify the difficulties of the
recreations .

"It's not just its beauty that makes it special - it also has a long racing history," Ferrari
said in a statement.
The Ferrari 250 GTO is also the most expensive car ever sold at auction . Last year,
one example attached to former racer Phil Hill sold for an incredible $48 million at
auction . Somehow, that's still not the most anyone has publicly spent for a car. In a
private sale , another 250 GTO was sold for $70 million . It's no wonder German banks
recommend investors diversify their portfolio and snap up classic cars . Automobiles
sometimes appreciate better than wine , jewelry, or other artwork .

The first of the new continuation Jaguar XKSS , on test in California.

It will be interesting to see if the court decision leads to similar arguments from
automakers , especially low-volume sports car makers . In the U.S., the 2015 Low
Volume Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Act makes it legal for low-volume manufacturers
to produce turnkey replicas . Companies can build up to 325 replicas of cars that are
at least twenty-five years old .
Other companies have already moved into the market. Jaguar has made a series of
'continuation ' models , completing the build run of their XKSS cars by recreating the
nine cars destroyed in the disastrous factory fire of February 1957. Each of the newlybuilt cars was allocated a chassis number from the original series , and made using all
of the techniques and materials that were current in 1957. One of these new cars now
lives in Auckland . Aston Martin has done the same sort of thing , making some further
DB4GT models with Zagato bodywork . Just nineteen cars were built in the '60s , but
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Peter R Hill.
A barn find? Well perhaps . A Lotus club run on a Sunday morning took us into the
Victorian countryside to one man 's shed. A Lotus club member had arranged for us to
visit a private car collection housed in a huge shed , so not a barn exactly.
In many ways the sight that greeted me was sad . There were thirty or more cars
scattered around , most in various states of disrepair, covered in dust, dirt and
components that had been removed then abandoned on roofs or bonnets . An
undercover automobile grave yard .
Two TVR Chimaeras stood out, they were clean and looked as if they could be driven .
Other vehicles included a number of E types , a Banks Lotus Europa , a standard
Europa , an XK150 , a Jaguar-powered racing special from the fifties , and even a
Marcos that , despite its thick coat of dust , appeared to be in reasonable shape . The
list goes on .
Off to one side of the shed was a smaller room where I discovered two racing sports

cars - think CanAm and you get the idea . One looked like a recent replica . The other,
surrounded by old machinery with its VB engine acting as a shelf for various bits of
junk , looked more interesting . It was worth the likely dry-cleaning cost to get a closer
look , so I squeezed my way through to a space on the passenger side , although it's
likely that the only passenger this monster ever carried was a mechanic hitching a lift
from the pits to the paddock .
The car's body was leaning up
against the wall , so I was able
to get a good look at the
monocoque tub and the
suspension . The left side front
brake calliper had been
disconnected and seemed to
be relying on cobwebs for
support . It was lucky that I
had been able to get to the
passenger side because , after
brushing away the dust, that's
where I found the chassis
plate. I was looking at a Lola
T?0 Mk2 from the mid-sixties .
The body resting against the
wall looked wrong , more like a
McLaren . I took a few photos
before extricating myself and
heading off to find the owner.
He confirmed that the car was
a T?0 . He said it had been
raced in Western Australia but had suffered an accident and been rebuilt with the nonLola body. He couldn 't remember who owned it or raced it.
When I got home , I started to search through my library, and I got really lucky. To my
surprise I found a copy of a card covered book : "Around the Houses - The History of
Motor Racing in Western Australia" by Terry Walker. This precious little gem had been
wedged between more ostentatious volumes for at least twenty years . Now it was
about to take centre stage .
It didn 't take long to find references and photos of a Lola T?0 being raced in Western
Australia , and other parts of the country, in the late sixties and early seventies . What
follows is what I was able to piece together from the well indexed book and other
sources . There are a number of interesting Kiwi connections .

First sight in the shed, amidst piles of other junk.
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Don O'Sullivan , was a successful sportsman in a number of disciplines. He started his
racing career in a Ford Cortina GT. In 1967 he purchased the ex-Bruce McLaren
Tasman Cooper. That same year he acquired a Lola T?0 , reported to be an ex-Denny
Hulme car.
13
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Wikipedia told me that in 1966 : "Hulme drove in the inaugural season of the Can Am racing series of FIA Group 7 racing, driving the same Sid Tay/or-entered Lola
T70 he had driven with success in UK Group 7 races that year, but achieving no
success in the Can-Am races ".
He had five wins in a Lola T70 in the UK in 1966. He also raced a Sid Taylor-entered
Lola T70 in '67 , '68 and '69.
However, the Lola
T70 archives web
site shows chassis
#SL71/38 as the
car Paul Hawkins
raced in England ,
Canada
and
America . It also
lists the car as now
being in Australia .
So it seems that
Terry
Walker ' s
book might not be
correct about it
being ex-Hulme .

joined O 'Sullivan to win the Wanneroo Park six-hour, despite at one stage losing a
wheel at speed . Photos of this period show the car with its Lola bodywork .
O 'Sullivan sold the Lola to Howie Sangster and bought himself a Matich SR3 , but not
before he joined Sangster in the Lola to win the 1970 Wanneroo six-hour race . It was
Sangster, who was a good friend of O 'Sullivan , who rebodied the car to create the
"McLaren LT170 " which the fans referred to as the "McLola ." He was runner up to
John Harvey's McLaren M6A in the 1971 Sports Car Championship . In '72 he won the
championship . He then switched to F5000 driving for O 'Sullivan in a McLaren M 18.
At this point I headed back to Wikipedia and found a page on the LT170 . It states that
Sangster entered the Wanneroo Park round of the 1973 Australian Sports Car
Championship in the car but retired from the race .
Ownership then changed to Bill Maddocks who contested the Adelaide round of the
197 4 Australian Sports Car Championship with the LT170 and also competed in the
final round at Symmons Plains . Maddocks continued to race the car in 1975.
That's where I am up to with the research at the time of writing . Perhaps there are
Bespoke readers who can add information.
It's sad to see such a special and rare car languishing in a country shed when it could
be in the hands of someone who would lavish time and money on it to return it to its
former glory, either as a Lola T70 or the McLaren LT170 .

have yet to
discover how it got
to
Western
Australia ,
but
perhaps Australian
Paul
Hawkins
bought the car
home with him and
sold
it
to
O 'Sullivan .
O ' Sullivan 's T70
was
very
One Lola TTO Spider came to New Zealand in 1969, and was raced by
successful , winning
Jim Boyd in Rothmans 'Cambridge' cigarette colours . Graham Vercoe's
first time out for book has this car being restored by Brian Middlemass and onsold to Rob
him . He won the
Boult. This picture was taken in England at Silverstone this year could it be the ex-NZ car?
WA Sports Car
Championship in
1968 and 1969 in the car. The T70 was involved in a number of accidents , the first
being in the 1968 Caversham six-hour race , where it aquaplaned on the main straight
and went through a fence . It appears that it continued in a damaged state before
being black flagged . The Lola crossed the country for the Surfers Paradise six-hour,
this time it hit a large patch of oil and ended up "on the Armco". In '69 Frank Matich
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Another Lola TTO, currently on the World market. Properly restored, the barn-find car
would be a thing of beauty, surely a better option than calling it a McLaren ...
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describes his beloved Alfa SC
2300 .

Alain Raymond, Veloce Today
"The Mario Righini automobile collection is one of the finest private collections in Italy.
Would you like to visit ?" asks Signora Adriana Zini , Director of Museo Casa Enzo
Ferrari , in Modena .

The Righini home, the 15th century castle of Panzano at Castelfranco Emilia, near Modena.

Raising my eyes from the pair of
Alfas , I recognize in the semi dark warehouse a yellow Ferrari .
"This is a 1953 Mandia/ Pinin
Farina Spyder powered by a 4cylinder 2-litre engine . Ferrari
only built 31 Mondials." Next to
the amazing Mondial rests a
1946 Cisitalia 046 . Then a 1938
BMW 328 . A red Ferrari 365
GTB/4 Daytona . Lamborghini 's
first , the 350 GT. A blue metallic
Mercedes 300 SL Roadster. An
awesome world -championship
Lancia Stratos . A rally-winning
Fiat-Abarth 124 . A superb Alfa
Romeo Giulia TZ. ..
My
automotive heart must have
stopped several times before I
finished drooling on the dozen or
so great sports and racing cars
stored
in this
medieval
warehouse .

A jewel in the Righini crown, the delightful Alfa Romeo
BC 2300.

Stepping out into the sunshine
then came the second blow : "Would you like to visit the rest of the collection?" asks
Signore Righini . "You mean there is more? " "A few more " replies the smiling

How do you say "of course," in Italian? Admittedly, I had never heard of the Righini
Collection , but here I was the next morning , entering the 15th century castle of
Panzano at Castelfranco Emilia , near Modena . Waiting in the inner court , a tall
distinguished looking gentleman greets us with a smile . "lo sono Mario Righini.
Benvenuti in Italia " says the charming host in a soft voice to the travelling journalist
and his two friends . Luckily one of those friends is Salvatore Montana , from SaintJean-sur-Richelieu , Quebec, ex-Ferrari master race mechanic, who also serves as our
interpreter.
"I will show you my collection," indicates Signore Righini as he opens a large wooden
door. My automotive heart must have stopped for a moment as I recognized the front
end of the Alfa Romeo SC 2300 once owned by Tazio Nuvolari . Beside this icon of the
glorious 30s stands the modern vers ion of the "Otto C", a 2007 Alfa Romeo SC
Competizione . "/ am totally committed to Alfa Romeo," admits Mario Righini , as he

Qi
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One of the most important cars in the collection, the only remaining Auto Avio
Costruzioni Typo 815 , the first car built by Enzo Ferrari before creating his own brand.
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gentleman as he opens huge double panel wooden doors.
Inside is row after row of historic automobiles , most of them in their original unrestored condition . Lancia , Bugatti , Rolls Royce , Fiat, Stanguellini , Ford , Ansaldo ,
ltala , OM , lsotta Fraschini , and Alfa Romeos in great numbers , including a 1929 Alfa
Romeo 6C GT Compressore , Benito Mussolini 's private car!
How did all this happen? "We//, my family has been in the recycling business for
several decades, and during World War II, on the request of the Italian government,
we tore down thousands of old vehicles in order to recycle the steel and other valuable
material. But my father had the foresight to keep significant vehicles that passed
through our scrap yard. After the war, I continued the business which is still active
today and I began adding to the collection. Of course, I favour legendary Italian cars
but I also collect cars, trucks, motorcycles and airplanes from other nationalities. It's a
lifelong passion which I enjoy sharing with visitors like you ."
After a while , Signore
excuses
Righini
himself: "I have to
meet a group of
students, so I will ask
my assistant to show
you the motorcycle
collection ". Following
our new guide across
the large flowering
yard , we stop by a
large covered object.
Removing the tarp
reveals the one and
Fiat
1912
only
Chiribiri , the landspeed record car
1953 Ferrari Mondial by Pinin Farina, with a 4-cylinder 2-litre engine. powered by a huge 7
litre aircraft engine . "It
is in working condition, but we are careful when we start it up so as not to damage our
eardrums ... "

This very original 1946 Cisitalia D46 , powered by a Fiat 1100 cc engine, designed by Dante
Giacosa.

Then comes the motorcycle collection in an adjacent building , from early Vespa
scooters to World War II military Italian and German motorcycles to racing bikes , lined
up one beside the other in what used to be the castle 's flour mill . "There is still
more ..." explains Signore Righini 's assistant. "Trucks and airplanes ... "
Having already spent a good part of the morning , we unfortunately have to leave this
treasure trove on our way to another event on our memorable tour of Terra di Motori .
Grazie mille , Signore Righini , for your hospitality and for safeguarding so many
memorable machines for future generations to appreciate .
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This fearsome "cigar" on four wheels is the unique Fiat Chiribiri powered by a ?-litre 300horsepower aircraft engine capable of reaching 300 km/h (186 mph). Yikes!
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Oh , no ; not another

article . Has the Editor lost his mind ... ?

356/2-063 . This car would be one of a few to tackle the 24 Hours of Le Mans.
Three cars were prepared for the 1951 race ; two to compete and the third as a
reserve . The tiny 1086cc flat-four engine was helped by the fitting of streamlined
wheel spats , managing to push the little cars to a bare 100 mph. By the time the race
began , two had already been eliminated after poor weather led to practice accidents .
The remaining car was #063 , driven by French Porsche concessionaire Auguste
Veuillet and Edmond Mouche . It completed the entire race , crossing the finish line in
first place for the 1100cc class , in 19 th place overall , finishing ahead of all the 1500cc
class cars as well. It completed 210 laps , fifty-seven laps less than the winning C-

Cameron Healy, one of many Porsche 356 fans across the globe , stumbled upon a
rather lovely example in 2009 . The car, converted to a Spyder and painted red , had
only a single owner since 1957.
Although professionals knew this particular Porsche 356 was a very early model ,
nothing prepared Healy for what he'd soon discover. This actual car was Porsche's
first 24 Hours of Le Mans winner.
This particular 356 traces its roots back to 1949 , when production was in Gmund ,
Austria . The first coupes were made from aluminum , but later series production in
Stuttgart switched to steel for a simpler manufacturing process . In 1950, the original
batch of fifty-two aluminum cars was finished , however. Of them was the Porsche

Type Jaguar. This little car thus became Porsche's first Le Mans winner. In the
months to come , the no . 063 Porsche 356 was reconfigured to do the
Liege-Rome-Liege Rally, and then to run in the speed trials at Montlhery. Months
later, the car was reconfigured again to join a handful of others exported to the U.S, to
be sold as a road car.
Along the way, Porsche and its owners lost track of the car's historical significance .
The car traded hands a few times before a man named Chuck Forge purchased it in
1957 . He raced it just as previous owners did after another owner had the top
removed to save weight. In 1981 , the car received a full restoration . Although
Porsche said the work was marvellously well done , it was a new shade of red and
obviously missed the closed roof it was assembled with . When Forge passed away in
2009 , Healy bought the car.
He 'd always suspected that this might be the Le Mans car but there were some
strange inconsistencies , such as taillight swaps over the years . With Porsche , he dug
.,~
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Chuck Forge racing his early 356 . It certainly was a big leap of faith before the evidence
proved that this was indeed the ex-Le Mans coupe .

through the archives , and discovered that everything matched up . This was indeed
#063 , the very car that had won its class in the 1951 24 Hours of Le Mans. With that
knowledge , Healy had the car restored as it was originally, and had a new fixed-head
roof formed and fitted to the car. With the new restoration complete , Healy does with
the car what it was intended to do : drive. There 's a nice video of the history and
restoration of this car. It's a good watch , giving good insight into the lengths they went
to . This is reflected in its result at Pebble Beach , in August 2016 , coming second in
the post-war Sports-Racing class. Worth a look on https://www.roadandtrack.com/carculture/classic-cars/a20652380/1951-porsche-356-sl-le-mans-restoration/ .

#################################
One of the great iconic names in motorsport Scuderia Ferrari - the most successful
team in the history of Formula 1 - turns 90 in 2019 . An anniversary that the Ferrari
Museum in Maranello has decided to mark with a major celebratory exhibition .
Founded in Modena on November 16 , 1929 , by Enzo Ferrari who understood the
potential of gentlemen drivers to deliver great racing performances , Scuderia Ferrari
has written many of the most unforgettable chapters in motorsport. The team , which
began using Alfa Romeo cars , was first known as Societa Anonima Scuderia Ferrari . It
quickly sped to prominence on both the Italian and world stages , rapidly entrusting its
cars to the leading drivers of the day in categories of all kinds . These included the

1947 Ferrari 125 5

Mille Miglia , the very first event for Scuderia Ferrari in 1930, followed by the Targa
Florio, the Trieste-Opicina hillclimb where Tazio Nuvolari gave the marque its first ever
1947 Ferrari 125 5
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win and classic endurance races like the 24 Hour races at Le Mans, Daytona , Spa and
the Sebring 12 Hours, and , of course , Formula 1.

1975 312 T with its revolutionary transverse gearbox which helped a young Niki Lauda
to win his first World Championship , and the 312 T4 in which Jody Scheckter took the
Drivers' title in 1979. Not to be missed is the Ferrari F2004 , the car in which Michael
Schumacher delivered 13 wins - including six consecutive ones - to take his final
World Champion title in 2004 . Scrolling down the long list a little further, is the F2007 ,
in which Kimi Raikkonen brought the Drivers ' title back down to Maranello , after an
epic race to win in Brazil , snatching the title by a single point.
All of these cars brilliantly encapsulate and epitomize Enzo Ferrari 's dream , and the
commitment, determination and passion for innovation of the most successful team in
the history of Formula 1. Its tally of 31 World titles (15 Drivers' and 16 Constructors') is
an unequalled record that the Maranello team continues to defend and honour each
season with the same passion of 90 years ago .

The cars featured in the "90 Years" exhibition are a testament to that glorious history,
beginning with the Alfa Romeo 8C 2300 Spider, which became the very first car to
sport the "Prancing Horse" as part of its livery at Le Mans, in 1932 . The final car of the
exhibition is the SF71 H: the single -seater in which Sebastian Vettel and Kimi
Raikkonen raced in only last season .

The incredible twin-engined Alfa Romeo 'Bimotore'

In the exhibition , the timeframe separating these two cars is filled with a string of
unforgettable single-seaters , the stars of hard-fought races , crush ing defeats and
historic victories alike . The Ferrari 500 F2 , in which Alberto Ascari won two world titles
in a row in 1952 and 1953, and the Ferrari D50 that Juan Manuel Fangio drove to take
the fourth of his five world titles . Also featured is the Ferrari Dino 246 F1 that helped
Mike Hawthorn beat Stirling Moss to the World Champion crown by a single point. The
series continues with the Ferrari 156 F1 which gave John Surtees in 1963 , the only
man to be world champion on two and four wheels , his first win . Also on show are the

Q
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The exhibition pays homage also to Ferrari victories in enclosed wheel racing . The
166 MM in the exhibition , for example , gave Ferrari its first win in the 24 Hours of Le
Mans 70 years ago , followed by triumph in the 24 Hours of Spa and the Mille Miglia .
The 275 P, on the other hand , dominated the 12 Hours of Sebring in 1964 before going
on to win the Nurburgring 1000km and the 24 Hours of Le Mans.
The "90 Years " exhibition will run until May 2020. For more information visit
https://musei .ferrari.com
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From the News :
"The Arctic Ocean is warming up, icebergs are growing scarcer and in some places
the seals are finding the water too hot according to a report to the Commerce Department
yesterday from the Consulate at Bergen, Norway.
"Reports from fishermen, seal hunters and explorers all point to a radical change in
climate conditions and hitherto unheard of temperatures in the Arctic zone.
"Exploration expeditions report that scarcely any ice has been met as far north as 81
degrees 29 minutes. Soundings to a depth of 3,100 meters showed the Gulf Stream still very
warm.
"Great masses of ice have been replaced by moraines of earth and stones, the report
continued, while at many points well known glaciers have entirely disappeared.
"Very few seals and no white fish are found in the eastern Arctic, while vast shoals of
herring and smelt which have never before ventured so far north, are being encountered in the
old seal fishing grounds.
"Within a few years it is predicted that due to the ice melt the sea will rise and make
most coast cities uninhabitable."

James Bond has driven plenty of vehicles over the course of his many on-screen
exploits. The one that is most quintessentially Bond , however, is the silver Aston
Martin DB5 . This is the car that even non-car lovers will recognize as 00?'s preferred
ride.

Ed: This report was from November 2, 1922, as reported by the AP and published in
'The Washington Post' ninety-seven years ago . This must have been caused by the
Model T Ford's emissions , or possibly from horse and cattle farts .

If you're a fan of all things Bond , now's your chance to own a piece of his history, as an
original Bond DB5 is headed to an RM Sotheby's auction taking place during August's
2019 Monterey Car Week.
The car is a 1965 example bearing chassis number DBS/2008/R, which was built as a
promo car for "Thunderba/1" released the same year. Two of them were ordered by the
fi lm's producer, Eon Productions , to do duty on the U.S. east and west coasts .
The promo cars were built to the same specification as the DB5 that appeared in
"Goldfinger" a year earlier, including all of the spy gadgetry like the rotating license
plates , bullet-proof shield , and ram bars.

Q

1965 Aston Martin DB5 chassis no . DB5/2008/R , "Thunderball" promo car
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After their promo duty, the cars were mothballed by Eon Productions as the next Bond
movies featured different cars . They were then sold to collector Anthony Bamford in
1970 , who later sold chassis no. DBS/2008/R to the owner of the Smokey Mountain
27
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Car Museum in Pigeon Forge , Tennessee . It was eventually sold again in 2006 .
Speaking on the DB5 , Sean Connery, arguably the most popular actor to have played
Bond , said in a statement that the DB5 has become "increasingly iconic" since it first
appeared on screen and that he himself recently purchased one .
It isn't clear how much the car will go for at auction . One of the two DB5s that was
actually used during filming of "Goldfinger" and "Thunderba/1" sold for $4 .1 million in
2010 , though we're sure the car will be worth quite a bit more today given the steep
increases in collector cars over the past decade . The car other used during filming
went missing in 1997.
RM Sotheby's Monterey Car Week auction runs August 15- 17 . Note , anyone that
loses the bidding war can also call up Aston Martin and order one of the twenty-five
DB5 "Goldfinger" continuation cars that the automaker is currently offering . These will
also come with all of the spy gadgetry that appeared on screen .

Less well -remembered is that , before James Bond was the dashing and debona ir
secret agent on the silver screen , he was the tormented and brooding assassin of Ian
Fleming's novels. And in those original books , he drove a Bentley. In Fleming 's first
007 novel , 'Casino Royale ', published in 1953, Bond tooled around in a 1931 4½-litre
Blower Bentley. It wasn't so sleek or sexy as the Astons that Bond would come to be
known for, but it was among the finest cars of its day, and just the thing for getting
around in all due haste with style .

~
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Bond was , in Casino Royale , something of a ca r nut and his beloved Bentley was "his
only personal hobby." He bought it in 1933 and kept it in storage while serving in
World War II. "Bond drove it hard and well and with an almost sensual pleasure ."
Built by Sir Henry "Tim" Birkin , one of the famous "Bentley Boys" who raced the cars
at Le Mans , the supercharged , two-ton Blower was based on the brand's 24 Hours of
Le Mans race car. It produced 240 horsepower from a 4.4-litre inline-four engine , with
a four-speed non-synchro manual transmission . The supercharger, which forced more
air into the engine to generate more power (thus "Blower") was a gigantic 'Roots-type'
unit, built by Amherst Villiers , and easily spotted at the front of the car, sitting between
the headlights . Top speed was in the 120 mph range , impressive for the era . Just
fifty-five supercharged versions of the car were produced between 1929 and 1931 .
WO Bentley built his first sports car, a 3 litre , in 1919 . The successor to this early
model was the 4.4
litre ,
which
appeared initially in
un-supercharged
form .
The
supercharged
version
did ,
however, make a
fine road car ,
though it did not
have particularly
successful
competition record ,
even though its unblown sisters had
won the Le Mans
24 Hour Race in
1924 , 1927 , 1928
and 1929.
Despite
the
Blower's success ,
Walter Owen Bentley, founder of the company, was actually quite disappointed by the
car. He strongly disliked forced induction and believed there was no replacement for
displacement. But he had by that point lost control of his company and was powerless
to stop Birkin's work .
So , why the shift from Bentley to Aston? According to Top Gear's '50 Years of Bond
Cars' special , Fleming received a letter from a fan , who encouraged the author
to "have the decency to fix him up with a decent bit of machinery." The chap
suggested an Aston Martin DB3 . Fleming made the switch in 1959's Goldfinger, and
when the famous film was made in 1964, the producers went for the more current
29
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Prince Scipione Borghese arrived in Paris on 10 August 1907.

DB5 . The rest , as they say is history.
####################################
It's not just our Formula Junior competitors who are well-travelled , entering events all
round the world. There were a number of kiwis competing in this year 's Peking to
Paris ('P 2 P') classic rally. Among them , TACCOC members Gary Boyce and Ken
Williams were driving Gary's 1964 Mercedes-Benz 220 SECb , the same car they used
in the 2016 "Rally of the Incas", a twenty-nine day, 10,000-kilometre marathon . The
story of their preparation ahead of the 'P 2 P' makes for an interesting read , and was
published in the Mercedes-Benz Club Auckland magazine , which you can read yourelf
at http://www.mercedesclub .org .nz/from-the-frying-pan-into-the-fire/ Worth a look.
The P.eking to Paris rally finished in the Place Vendome in Paris on the 7th July.

Also from the "Rally of the Incas", here with Gary driving and Ken navigating.

It certainly makes our 5,000 km , month-long trek to lnvercargill and back , towing the
Lotus to compete in the South Island series in February seem very small beer
indeed ...
####################################
And finally:
For a limited time , residents of Las Vegas with parking tickets can pay their fine in a
unique way. The Las Vegas City Council unanimously approved a programme in June
th at allowed parking tickets to be paid with donations of school supplies . The supplies
must be donated to the non-profit organization , 'Teachers Exchange'.

The original Peking to Paris motor race was an automobile race , held in 1907 ,
between Peking (now Beijing) , then Qing China and Paris , France , a distance of
14,994 kilometres (9 ,317 mi). The idea for the race came from a challenge published
in the Paris newspaper Le Matin on 31 January 1907, which read :

"Those who have a parking infraction in the city of Las Vegas between now and July
19th may satisfy their ticket by bringing new, unwrapped school supplies of equal or
greater value to their fine," the city council said in a press release .

"What needs to be proved today is that as long as a man has a car, he can do
anything and go anywhere . Is there anyone who will undertake to travel this summer
from Peking to Paris by automobile?"

Items being accepted are pencils , pens , erasers , dry-erase markers , index cards ,
paper towels , disinfecting wipes , card stock, copy paper, storage bins , rulers , scissors ,
pen cil sharpeners and post-it notes . Schools should keep their supply cupboards
tightly locked ...

The race started from the French embassy in Peking on 10 June 1907. The winner
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SEPTEMBER
Weekend 13115 VB Supercars, Pukekohe
Weekend 28129 HRC Icebreaker, Hampton Downs. www.grandprix.org .nz Entries on
www. motorsportentry.corn

OCTOBER
Sunday 6th

NOVEMBER
Sunday 3rd

TACCOC Spring Classic Pukekohe. Race meeting .

Weekend 8110

MG Classic Race Meeting Manfeild

DECEMBER
Sunday 8 th

Outsource IT Christmas at the Downs - Hampton Downs -TACCOC event for
Saloons & GTs - more information TBA

Sunday 22 nd

The Annual Breakfast Run. Traditionally the last Sunday before Xmas. Leaving
Barrys Point Rd Countdown car park at 7.30am , and passing through Albany at
8am. Finishes at the "Salty Dog"at Algies Bay

JANUARY 2020
Weekend 17/19 Historic GP Taupo, Celebrating Alfa Romeo. This is developing into an even
bigger event next year. As well as the F5000s, there will be Formula Junior/F3 &
Historic Sports-Racing cars, Historic Formula Ford , Historic Muscle & Saloon Cars,
Historic Sports Sedans & Allcomers, and a special grid of Alfa Romeos.

FEBRUARY
Weekend 1/2

Skope Classic Ruapuna. Check with Canterbury Car Club for details or to apply
for an entry.

Weekend 8/9

Leadfoot Festival, Hahei, Coromandel Peninsula. www.LeadfootFestival.com

Sunday 9th

Ellerslie lntermarque Concours d'Elegance.

Weekend 719

Classic Races, Levels. Promoted by the Classic Motor Racing Club

Weekend 14/16 Evolution Motorsport Classic Speedfest, Teretonga . Promoted by the
Southland Car Club - contact for details.
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All corres pondence to P.O.Box 35-249, Browns Bay, Auckland 0753
Pukekohe. Auckland Car Club meeting , with an invited grid for Histories.

Weekend 10/13 Bathurst VB Supercars.
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